Organizations that know what adversaries may do next are enabled to identify emerging threat activity before it happens — and stop the next cyberattack. The global CrowdStrike Falcon Intelligence™ team tracks adversaries of all types — nation-state, criminal, hacktivist — to provide the customized and actionable intelligence you need to stay ahead of disruptive threat actors targeting your organization.

**INDUSTRY-RECOGNIZED FOR PROVEN COMPREHENSIVENESS**

CrowdStrike Falcon Intelligence provides security teams with complete analysis and insights into the TTPs of adversary groups — allowing security professionals to diagnose and respond to incidents now, while more efficiently planning for events in the future — and preventing damage from advanced malware and targeted attacks.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- **TRUSTED AND PROVEN:** CrowdStrike profiles, tracks and attributes the campaigns of 90+ threat actor groups around the globe
- **EXPERTISE:** In-house and in-field human collections and analysis
- **QUALITY:** All-source methodology eliminates noise and false positives
- **FLEXIBILITY:** Intelligence that’s consumable by both human decision-makers and enterprise systems
- **ACTIONABLE ADVICE:** Campaign and tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) tracking enables planning defensive measures
- **ORCHESTRATION AND INTEGRATION:** API feeds automate all facets of processing and integrating intelligence into existing security infrastructure

"Intelligence is about reducing uncertainty by obtaining information that the opponent in a conflict wishes to deny you."

— Robert M. Clark, former CIA analyst and group chief
KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

EMPOWER YOUR SECURITY TEAM WITH INSIGHTS THAT STRENGTHEN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S SECURITY POSTURE

- Immediate alerting and warning of new adversary activity
- Weekly, periodic and quarterly strategic, operational and technical reports
- Tailored intelligence provides proactive alerting on keywords and expressions
- APIs, feeds and rules offer easy integration with existing infrastructure: SIEMs, Threat Intelligence Platforms and more

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS COMBINED WITH THREAT INDICATORS PROVIDES VISIBILITY INTO FUTURE THREATS

- Understand adversary capabilities, motives and tradecraft with profiling that provides in-depth technical analysis
- Optimize your resources to determine targeted intrusions vs. broad-based cybercrime attacks, saving time and focusing response efforts on critical threats
- Quickly and efficiently search the Falcon Intelligence indicators repository
- Implement effective countermeasures against emerging threats with timely, thorough reports and API feeds

A solid choice for your cyber intel arsenal. We make it our recommended choice."

– SC Magazine

Today’s adversaries don’t limit their tactics to malware and exploits. That’s why Falcon Intelligence provides the contextually relevant, real-time intelligence that empowers security professionals to know and see more of the threat landscape and stop the next breach.

FALCON INTELLIGENCE SUBSCRIPTIONS

STANDARD
A tactical intelligence service focused on delivering a technical feed to help organizations better defend themselves against adversary activity
- Actor and indicator API access
- Web portal access to actor profiles
- Indicator search
- Maltego transforms

PREMIUM
Premium threat intelligence offering for organizations that place high value on having comprehensive intel to ensure uninterrupted business operations. Premium level includes everything in Standard plus:
- Reports and alerts
- Actor, indicator, reports and tailored intelligence API access
- Full access to portal resources for an intel category (e.g., targeted intrusions, eCrime)
- Feeds and rules
- Tailored intelligence
- Ability to submit requests for information
- Ability to submit malware for analysis
- Quarterly 1:1 threat briefings with an intelligence analyst

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FALCON INTELLIGENCE:
1.888.512.8906 | sales@crowdstrike.com